
 

WANews10no15 Mar31 UK MPs Climate Dogma Whitewash & Death on Black Ice 
PLEASE PASS ON – especially to politicians and media who really ought to know. 
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What have UK MPs’ whitewash of Climate-

Gate & death in Lanarkshire ice & snow 

got in common? 
 

Whitewash and snow are the same 
colour is one clue but the true 
answer is deadly serious.  
 

“The shameful ‘ClimateGate’ cover-up 
(Report 31 March) by MPs of the 
fraudulent dogma of man-made 
Climate Change directly buttresses 
baseless Met Office warmist 
‘forecasts’ such as for the winter which 
ensured UK Councils ran out of salt 
and increased risk of road deaths like 
in Lanarkshire black-ice 31 March*.  
“Further it gives Government, Councils 
and the BBC the cover to refuse to 
use long range solar-based forecasts 
which provenly work and could cut 
misery and save lives”, said Piers 
Corbyn astrophysicist of 
WeatherAction.com   
 

* See http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/scotland/glasgow_and_west/8596164.stm 

The ice & snow, which hit Scotland, Ireland & parts of Wales & N England, 
were forecasted in detail to the day 5 weeks ahead by WeatherAction. 
(Right) - Final Weather period in WeatherAction’s Long range March 

forecast: - available via http://www.weatheraction.com/member.asp 
The WeatherAction March forecast also correctly warned March 2010 

would be ‘the worst type of March possible for farming & gardening’ due 
to snow/icy start, mild ‘sprouting’ middle & snow/icy end in many parts.     

 

Cover up MPs – “of trivial moral 

fibre and an even smaller 

grasp of the scientific method”  
 

The Cover up report by MPs* - the first in a co-ordinated trinity of 
Cover Ups - into the ClimateGate scandal at the Climatic Research 
Unit (CRU) of the University of East Anglia reveals more about the 
MPs on the House Of Commons Select Committee on Science than 
about the “tricks” of Phil Jones of the CRU whom they “investigated”. 

* Andrew Orlowski – The register - http://climaterealists.com/?id=5462 
* BBC – Roger Harrabin http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=5461 

 

“The MP’s report gives a feeble ‘ticking-off’ of the anti-scientific 
vandalism perpetrated at the CRU of UEA.  It appears the MPs – apart 

The upturned coach which crashed 10ft into a river from black ice covered 
in fresh snow on a Lanarkshire bridge 05.50am 31 March. Natasha Jade 
Paton, 17, from Cleghorn, near Lanark died in the crash. 
Why Wasn't that Lanarkshire Road bridge salted 30/31 March?   BBC 
challenged to ask the questions which expose the truth  
http://www.weatheraction.com/pages/pv.asp?p=wact36&fsize=0 



Data fraud in operation. The selective removal of data stations, 
which didn’t help the Global Warmers’ theory, made the remaining average 
World temperature shoot up from 1990.  See 
http://www.uoguelph.ca/~rmckitri/research/nvst.html , which is from  
Joe D’Aleo and Anthony Watts’ superb world analysis of data collection 
and systematic manipulation: http://climaterealists.com/?id=4979  
Will the second Cover-up Committee headed by global warming 
advocate Lord Oxburgh consider this? 

from the dissenting voice of the one 
scientist MP involved (Graham 
Stringer MP –WELL DONE!) – are of 
trivial moral fibre and have an even 
smaller grasp of the scientific 
method”, said Piers Corbyn.  
“If their novel approach to data were 
applied in credible science and 
engineering, not a plane would fly, not 
a mobile phone function and our long-
range forecasts would remain a dream. 
Indeed mankind would still be in the 
stone-age”. 

Lies rule OK! - Data fiddling 

“common practice”! 

Astoundingly the Committee (chair 
Phil Willis MP) concludes  

“His (Phil Jones’) actions were in 
line with common practice in the 
climate science community”. 

“THIS statement”, said Piers, “is the 
only really meaningful thing the MPs 
said and it is of course true. To them it 
means Phil Jones should return to his post as Director of CRU; to honest scientists it means the practices of 
the world establishment of Climate ‘Science’ are corrupt to the core and the CRU, the UN Climate 
Committee (IPCC) & all associated Climate alarmist and science fiction operations should be closed down”.  
 

Although it was outside the remit of the Committee to examine “the science” the MPs couldn’t resist the 
chance to voice their baseless dogma which of course was faithfully trumpeted by the BBC’s Archbishop of 
The Faith of Man-Made Climate Change - Roger Harrabin. They said “We found no reason in this 
unforunate episode to challenge the scientific consensus that global warming is happening and is induced 
by human activity” (NB it’s not clear if the bishop is leading the flock or the flock the bishop). 
Since the MPs weren’t supposed to be looking for that evidence they wouldn’t find it, any more than I would 
find such evidence either way in an Argos catalogue. The statement itself is a treble lie:- 

1. It is not a scientific consensus. It is the baseless belief of a self-interested clique of ‘experts’, financial 
traders, the oil and coal industries (who want high energy prices) & governments**. 

2. Global Warming is over. The world has been cooling for 8 years - eg using satelite data rather than CRU etc 
fraudulent data which admits cooling but to a lesser extent** while CO2 has been rising. 

3. It is not induced by human activity. All data evidence shows no connection**. 

EVIDENCE EVIDENCE EVIDENCE – That is THE question   

“In the end”, said Piers “all the huff & puff about e-mails and “tricks” is a diversion to avoid the real test of 
science – which is to test theory against observational evidence. The hypothesis of man-made climate 
change is refuted by the facts, and there are a number of known reasons in Physics why it fails”.  

** For facts / graphs see eg www.weatheraction.com / News archive - presentations No 80 – 85 and  
NEW VIDEOs Report of the Global Warming is a Paper Tiger event in Parliament 24th March (and 
Weather Action latest Summary forecasts - April & Summer): http://bit.ly/a14tvZ 

 

WeatherAction forecasts should be on TV! Hilary Benn Minister of Environment 
has still not replied to Piers Corbyn’s offer to help the Government reduce misery and save lives by providing detailed 
forecasts to let them know if floods will deluge the UK again this summer - http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews10No10.pdf  

“If the Government take our forecasts we could make them free to the public and the 
BBC”, said Piers. “Surely this is a no-brainer. The Met Office can’t do it but we can. 
However Mr Benn like all the major parties puts Global Warming dogma before duty to serve the public.  I urge people to 
lobby politicians & the BBC on this.  Loads of people want to see our detailed forecasts on TV”.  
 

● VIDEO How the Solar Weather Technique Works www.kane-tv.com/wa/youtube  & see Piers3 parts1, 2, 3 

● NEW Audio The man who cracked weather  http://fintandunne.com/audio/BeautifulTruth-10-03-31.mp3 


